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Interactive Multi-Target Training System
(i-MTTS)
The Interactive Multi-Target Training System (“i-MTTS”) is a fully interactive training system that enables wireless
communication allowing each of the i-MTTS targets to “communicate” with each other to engage the shooter in a
wide array of training modes, including standalone shooting, steel plate shooting, tactical training/chase the ball,
shoot/no shoot, double speed shoot/no shoot, and double tap.
A great advantage of this target is that the user has the ability to arrange them in their own home/classroom
in a manner that allows them to train using dynamic movements that they may encounter on the range during
competition or during a defensive type scenario.
The i-MTTS targets do not require the use of a computer or app, and run simply off of AAA batteries, which are
included. Each base unit also comes with 4 assorted targets, varying in both shape and size. These targets are
designed to be used with a SureStrike™ Laser Cartridges (in either red or IR) in the shooter’s own double action
pistol, or one of Laser Ammo’s Advanced Laser Training Pistols/Recoil Enabled Training Guns.
New for 2020 is the i-MTTS System controller, offered as a standalone unit or in a combo package as seen below.
This System controller serves as a wireless control unit which allows the user to control from a distance their
target systems (*). A simple button will rotate between the different training programs, view, scroll and toggle
between ‘split time’ and ‘total time’ performance results, set automatic or manual ‘restart, choose ‘random’ or
define the delay time for the ‘start signal, define needed ‘hits’ on target, set training program length, set preferred
sound and light response, extend targets range, define sub groups, and more…
(*) The new i-MTTS System controller will work only with new i-MTTS that will be sold starting 2020.
Available as:

SKU

MSRP

I-MTTS 1 Pack

i-MTTS-1

$99.95

I-MTTS 3 Pack

i-MTTS-3

$199.95

I-MTTS 3 Pack + Controller

i-MTTS 3-1 combo

$295.00

I-MTTS 5 Pack

i-MTTS-5

$299.95

I-MTTS Controller

i-MTTS-C

$110.00
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ABOUT LASER AMMO
Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in the USA and Europe,
our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our product philosophy is:
affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!

